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Dear Parent    

 

‘A wise man adapts himself to circumstances, as water shapes itself to the 

vessel that contains it.’ 

                                                                                                                                         

The year 2020 taught us that life cannot stop nor can it be held to ransom by disasters 

whatever their magnitude may be. Life, like water will always find its course. The 

nightmare that we went through in 2020 is over and new hope has been lit with the 

arrival of the vaccine.  We are sure that very soon we will be back to the school 

building and studies. 

However, taking the challenges of 2020 head on and emerging victorious has been 

the greatest accomplishment. During the month of January – March the learning 

transition went on smoothly. Students have mastered the online classes and are 

prepared for their final examination. They seem to be confident and surely will 

emerge as winners all set to go on to the next class.   

It gives us immense pleasure to state with pride that  our students have been 

participating in many intra and inter school events and winning laurels not just for 

themselves but for the school as well. Their energy and enthusiasm has been an 

inspiration for all of us.  

This journey through these difficult times would not have been possible had it not 

been the continuous and unflinching support of the parents. We, the teachers, take 

this opportunity to thank all our parents for their continuous support. 

May God bless us all with good health and happiness for what is coming is better 

than what is gone. 

 

Regards 

Aamita  

PRT English 



 
 

   



 
  Makar sakranti 

 
India is a country that celebrates every little moment with full zeal and enthusiasm. If 

anyone wishes to witness the rich diversity or the brimming enthusiasm, our festivals 

offer the perfect show. The students of Grade IV Aster put up a spectacular online 

show on the pious occasion of Makar Sakranti. The assembly began with a prayer to 

the Sun God, to whom this day is dedicated. The students threw light upon the 

different names this festival has in different parts of our country and how and why it 

is celebrated. The show culminated with an exuberant dance to herald the end of the 

winter season and welcome warmth, love and joy in our lives. The wonderful efforts 

of the children were applauded by one and all. 

 



 
  72nd Republic Day  

 ON THIS SPECIAL DAY, LET'S PROMISE OUR MOTHERLAND THAT WE WILL DO 

EVERYTHING TO ENRICH AND PRESERVE OUR HERITAGE OUR ETHOS AND OUR 

TREASURE. 

Republic day is celebrated with fervour and pride across India. On this day, the 

constitution of India came into effect. It marks the day when India became 

independent and attained the historic ‘Purna Swaraj’. Every year, we at MVN, reaffirm 

our loyalty to our country, acknowledging the sacrifices by our unsung heroes, and 

rededicate ourselves to build a stronger and better India.  

A special assembly was presented by the students of Grade III Bluebells on this 

occasion. Students participated with great zeal and enthusiasm. They presented 

thought-provoking speech and patriotic poems. An interactive quiz was also 

conducted. To create awareness about the constitution, some lesser known facts 

were also shared. The assembly culminated with a scintillating dance performance 

by the students.  



 
  

Good virtues once established stay with us for life. Various important virtues of life 

were exemplified by the students of Grade IV Camellia in their class assembly 

'Rainbow of Virtues', that we all should adopt and possess as a part of character 

building, to achieve moral excellence. A plethora of acts were presented spotlighting 

the different virtues -  

* Thought for the day on INTEGRITY 

*Some useful tips on ACCEPTANCE  

*A thought provoking Nukkad Natak on CLEANLINESS  

*A motivational poem on PATIENCE  

*A mesmerizing dance on GRATITUDE  

*Display of skills showcasing DILIGENCE  

*Conversation on RESPONSIBILITY & OWNERSHIP  

*A theatrical puppet show on practicing SELF CONTROL 

All the students enthusiastically participated in the assembly.  

Rainbow of virtues 

 



 
  Friends & friendship 

 “True friends are always together in spirits’’ 

Friends play an important role in our life and everybody enjoys the company of 

friends. Friends stand by us through hardships and failures. The spirit of friends and 

friendship was celebrated by the students of Grade V-A through a virtual assembly. 

The assembly comprised of beautiful quotes, lively dances, and melodious songs. 

The focal point of the assembly was the play based on the friendship of Krishna and 

Sudama. The soulful performances of the students moved many a heart. Through 

this assembly, the pupils appreciated their friends for the support and love they have 

received from them. The assembly ignited a sense of nostalgia in the hearts and 

minds of all who were missing the physical presence of their friends. The efforts of 

the children were appreciated and applauded by all. 



 
  Basant panchami 

 Goddess Saraswati, the deity of knowledge and wisdom is venerated by one and all 

on the pious occasion of Basant Panchmi, which also marks the onset of Spring 

Season. The Students of Grade V Camellia presented a virtual class assembly on 

'Basant Panchami' which began on a pious note with the prayer 'Hey Sharde Maa' 

dedicated to Goddess Saraswati. The assembly showcased the significance and 

history of this festival. 

The significance of the colour yellow, the food offered to the Goddess and the 

symbolism of Goddess Saraswati-the Veena, the lotus, the rosary, the book in her 

hands were also highlighted and explained in detail. The atmosphere resonated with 

the shlokas and poems recited by the students. The assembly culminated with the 

best wishes for the occasion and a mesmerising dance performance. 



 
  Examination & time management 

 Success is not a coincidence nor an accident 

It is hard work, perseverance, 

learning, studying, sacrifice and 

most of all love for what you are doing or learning to do. 

This should be our mantra during examination days as suggested by the students of 

Grade V Bluebells during class assembly on ‘Examination and Time Management’. 

An examination is an assessment aimed at measuring students' skills, aptitude, or 

knowledge. Exams are an essential tool in learning. To achieve the academic 

success one must carefully manage your time. Time management is the most 

important aspect of the examination as explained with the help of a story. Tips to 

score well, manage stress and time were explained. “Hard work and regular practice 

is key to success”, was explained with the help of Hindi 'Doha’. An inspirational story 

based on Arjuna, the great archer from Mahabharat was also presented. Students 

were explained "Don’t say you don’t have enough time. You have exactly the same 

number of hours per day that were given to Helen Keller, Loius Pasteur, Mother 

Teresa, Thomas Edison, Leonardo de Vinci, Jefferson, and Einstein''. 



 
 

  

"THE TRUE TEST OF LEADERSHIP IS HOW WELL YOU FUNCTION IN A CRISIS"  

 

Leadership has led to the progress of human civilization. Without good leadership, 

no organization or group can succeed and effective leadership requires certain 

important qualities. Students of Grade II Aster presented a motivational virtual class 

assembly based on book "THE LEADER IN ME" written by Stephen R. Covey. 

Students very well explained the seven habits that we should develop to become an 

effective leader in life. Assembly also included Song, Quiz, Current Affairs, Poem 

Recitation and Group Dance. 

The Leader in me 

 



 
  

Celebrating the Resilience, Creativity and Courage 

 

As we are moving towards the end of this extraordinarily challenging academic session, it is time to 

celebrate the resilience, creativity and courage we all have displayed to sail through the tough times.  

This year will serve as a reminder for all of us where we have risen up to the enormous challenges 

and responded with resilience which was possible because of our unshaken commitment. We all 

learnt that although we cannot control the challenging and alarming environment, we can adapt to 

the situation and strengthen ourselves to cope better with the adversity that comes our way.  We all 

did more with less which made all the difference.  

Do you know which skill of our personality helped us sail through these times successfully? It is 

Resilience. Undoubtedly, resilience is the skill of the year 2020. There is no other skill in the world 

but resilience that is going to help us deal with sudden change, chaos and uncertainty that we are 

exposed to.  

We all change and grow best in the face of adversity. We truly reach for that grit when we feel weak. 

We challenge our identities when hardship strikes and we test our boundaries for resilience when 

something terrible happens all of a sudden. To survive the storms of life, we need to be flexible not 

rigid so if we bend, we won’t break. This is what resilience is all about. It is the super power inside all 

of us. 

How to become resilient? Can we learn resilience? Yes, we can! Resilience is a skill which can be 

learnt just like any other skill, for example riding a bicycle. The more we practice it, more resilient we 

become.  

Developing resilience is a personal journey. Ponder over following points to develop resilience in your 

personality: 

1. Accept that change is a part of life. Acceptance immediately gives you clarity. 

2. Avoid seeing crisis as unsurmountable problems. Take them as opportunities to learn and 

grow. 

3. Keep things in perspective. Avoid blowing the event out of proportion. 

4. Maintain a hopeful outlook. Look forward because that is where you want to go. 

5. Take decisive actions. Only action can change the situation. 

6. Make connections. A support system is very important. 

7. Move towards your goals. Sometimes even a small progress matter. 

8. Take care of yourself. Give yourself time and space to bounce back to life. 

Accept the new realities of the times and be resilient to create a wonderful life! 

 

With Best Wishes, 

Archana Bapat 

Counsellor, MVN 

 



 
  



 
 

  
 

“Learning gives Creativity 

Creativity leads to Thinking 

Thinking provides Knowledge 

Knowledge makes us great." 

Quizzes are interactive platforms where students not only participate but gain 

knowledge and seek opportunities to excel. Quiz competitions are an interesting and 

informative way of creating excitement amongst the students and also make them 

learn in a fun way. Keeping this thought in mind, an Online Science Quiz Competition 

was conducted for Classes I to V. The students showcased their brilliance by rapidly 

answering the questions.  

Even though you know a million things, there’s still a long way to go”. 

These kinds of positive competitions ensure to bring out the best in the students and 

also make sure that they learn through all possible ways- not just through books and 

classroom teaching. The little minds were at their enthusiastic best and participated 

with much fervor. The Quiz Competition ended on the note "Knowing yourself is 

the beginning of all wisdom." 



 
  

Mathematics is poetry in numbers. It instills hope that every problem has a solution. 

Studying Mathematics develops overall intelligence, systematic thinking and 

problem solving abilities. Keeping this in mind, Mathlete - a competition was 

organised for the pupils of the Primary Wing of MVN. The alacrity of the students 

could be gauged by the tough competition they gave to each other to emerge 

victorious. Their agility once again proved that nothing can dampen the spirit of those 

who wish to learn. 

 



 
 

 

   

To commemorate the Republic Day, a Poster Making Activity was conducted for the 

classes I – V. The young learners displayed their artistic skills  through an array of 

posters based on themes – ‘My India My Pride’, ‘Unity in Diversity’, ‘India of My 

Dreams’ and ‘India – A Tableau of Colours’. It was a great opportunity to watch these 

budding artists creating and displaying their ideas on paper. The students thoroughly 

enjoyed the activity. 

 

 



 
  



 
  

 

 

Sundering the chasm of ignorance and apathy, we at MVN continue to make 

tremendous strides to bask in the valley of wisdom and knowledge. To keep the spirits 

high, various activities such as Flower Arrangement, Origami, Cooking Without Fire 

and Drawing and Colouring were conducted in different grades. 



 
  

 



 
  

 
 

8th March is considered as International Women’s Day that celebrates amazing 

women all around the world and gives us all a moment to admire, be inspired and 

celebrate all the incredible women in our lives. At MVN we commemorated Women's 

Day by organizing a legion of activities amongst different Grades. 

The students of Grade-I kicked off the festivities with putting up a magnificent display 

of ingenious Handcrafted Cards for their loving mothers. Grade -II joined the festivities 

by putting together a powerful Quote Writing exposition. Grade-III and IV students 

supplemented the festivities by handcrafting elegant crowns for their mothers and 

preparing delectable evening cuisines, while Grade -V students delivered enamoured 

oration on the topics `My Role Model` and `The Woman I Admire The Most`. 



 
  



 
  



 
  



 
  

“The Young People of India will build a Strong 

And a Powerful Nation, 

A Nation that is Politically Mature and 

Economically Strong” 

The E-Model Parliament organized by Modern Vidya Niketan is an 

opportunity for the students to make an impact and highlight the need 

for the young minds to get firsthand experience in the governance of the 

country. It is a platform to inculcate leadership qualities in them, to 

experience the law making process of our country, sharpen their skills of 

debating, negotiating and to broaden their mindset.  



 
  



 
  



 
 

  
 

“Education is not preparation for life; Education is life itself.” 

The phrase epitomizes the vision of our Founder Principal, SHRI GOPAL SHARMA 

SIR. He strove with utmost sincerity, grit, determination, and perseverance to build 

an abode of knowledge that would continue to illuminate the life path of students for 

the generation to come. On his 69th Birth Anniversary, we celebrate his vision and 

achievements to draw inspiration from the Legend who changed the scenario of 

education in Faridabad. 

A special virtual assembly was organized by ‘Student Council’ to commemorate 

the joyous occasion. Students from all Classes paid their tributes to Shri Gopal 

Sharma Sir. Mr. Varun Sharma, President MVN Society, Ms. Ruchika Sharma, 

Management Member, MVN Society shared their fond memories of beloved 

Sir, who guided them as Father, as Teacher, and as a Mentor. Mr.J.P. Gaur, 

Director, MVN Schools paid an emotional tribute to sir. Ms. Anita Bhalla (Former 

Principal), Ms. Eneta Kaul and Ms. Kalpana Tanwar (Former Teacher) also paid 

a special tribute. Alumni members of the School Dr. Vivek Logani (Class -1994), 

Surgeon, Joint Replacement and Sports Injury Centre, Paras Hospital 

Gurugram; Dr. Rajeev Chowdry (Class - 1994), Sr. Consultant, Head of 

Department Internal Medicines QRG Central Hospital, Faridabad ; Ms. Ritu 

Sharma (Class - 1998), Joint Secretary CBSE; Mr. Nakul Bharadwaj (Class - 

1998), Political Leader; Ms. Suveni Tameri (Class - 2001) Head Strategic 

Marketing and Hi-Tech Wipro Ltd. also shared their remembrances. 

  



 

“Long after the light is gone, 

Illuminance and radiance still glows. 

Long after a dear one is gone, 

Remembrances and Reminiscences 

 still keep him alive.  

A mortal becomes an immortal, 

When he touches so many lives!” 

  



 
  



 
  

AWARDS  

&  

ACHIEVEMENTS 



 
  A VIRTUAL ONLINE COMPETITION - RAWAL PUBLIC SCHOOL 
 

“The key to win is the will to prepare to win’’ is the maxim to which the students of 

MVN adhere to. Once again our luminescent stars of MVN displayed their prowess 

in the inter school virtual competitions held at Rawal Public School. Dhrishti 

Vashishta of Grade IV beat all to win the First Prize in the Poetry Recitation 

Competition. She took home a gift voucher worth 2100 Rupees. Kenisha Newar of 

Grade VI did us proud by bagging the First Prize in Legend Rebooted. She also got 

a voucher worth rupees 2100. Vaishnavi Barnwal of Grade VIII sang her way to the 

top in Mile Sur Mera Tumhara. She also won a voucher worth Rupees 2100.  



 
  Sonaya Verma of Grade IV won the Second Prize in the Story Enactment Category. 

She also won a gift voucher of Rupees 1500. Ruhani Arora of Grade I bagged the 

Third Prize in the Solo Dance Competition. She also got a gift voucher worth 1000 

Rupees.  

Divyansh of Grade I, Damanpreet of Grade VII and Navya of Grade VI are our stars 

in the making. They won consolation prizes in their respective categories. 

A little progress each day adds to big success and our stars continue to explore new 

avenues and set benchmarks to achieve and overcome. We wish them all the best in 

their endeavours. 



 
  

VIRTUAL INTER SCHOOL PATRIOTIC SONG COMPETITION  

Shreyashi Saha, of Class V has bagged the Third Position and Prajna Behl of 

Class IX got Special Consolation Prize in the Virtual lnter School Patriotic Song 

Competition organised by DPS Greater Faridabad. 



 
  

SEOUL CUP ONLINE TAEKWINDO CHAMPIONSHIP  

Tejas Gupta of Grade III, won 3rd position at 2020 Seoul Cup Online 

International Children Taekwondo Championship. 



 
  

A resplendent beginning of the new season. Junior MVNites Alia Chopra and 

Pranaya Agarwal shine at Blooms of Spring 2021 held at DAV Public School, Sec-

14, Faridabad. 

. 

BLOOMS OF SPRING  



 
  

Blooming Talent Gets International Acclaim 

Shiva Shaurya Singh, student of Grade II of MVN School, Sector-17, Faridabad 

participated in the 6 to 14 years age group in the “25th Freeze Frame International 

Film Festival 2021” organized by Freeze Frame Organisation, Canada in 

conjunction with the Directors Guild of Canada, Telefilm Canada and others. 

He won the " Best Performance Award " in the Youth Video Contest based on the 

originality of Music, Lyrics, and Overall Presentation amongst the plethora of 

entries from all over the world. 

25TH FREEZE FRAME INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIVAL 2021  



 
  ONLINE INTERNSHIP PROGRAM 

WINNERS OF INTERNSHIP PROGRAM - DIYA SHER & TEAM 

An 'Online Senior Internship Program' was organised by ANON GLOBAL FOUNDATION 

in which DIYA SHER of Class XI of MVN School, Sector-17 and her team were declared 

Winners in the Program 'Handling Peer Pressure '. This Event was held from December 

15, 2020 to January 05, 2021 in collaboration with YWCA of India as a part of the COVID 

CRISIS RESPONSE INITIATIVE . 

Schools and Universities from all over India participated in the 'Psycho-Social & Mental 

Health Program' and were judged on the parameters of Research, Surveys, Analysis, 

Movie Making, Teamwork and Presentation. The School stands proud and congratulates 

Diya Sher and her team on their wonderful feat. 

 



 
  

International MATHMETICS OLYMPIAD  

Astounding Accomplishment by the Students of MVN School, Sector-17, 

Faridabad in Unified lnternational Mathematics Olympiad (UlMO) 2021. 



 
  

unified CYBER OLYMPIAD  

Unified Cyber Olympiad 2020-21 - National Achievers (Top 100) 

Heartiest Congratulations to all our Star Students. 



 
  International ENGLISH OLYMPIAD  

SOF International English Olympiad 2020-21 - International Achievers (Top 100) 

Heartiest Congratulations to all our Star Performers. 



 
  International general knowledge OLYMPIAD  

SOF International General Knowledge Olympiad 2020-21 - International 

Achievers (Top 100) 

Heartiest Congratulations to all our Star Performers. 



 
  Sof national science OLYMPIAD  

SOF International Science Olympiad 2020-21 - International Achievers (Top 100) 

Heartiest Congratulations to all our Star Performers. 



 
  

Congratulations to our 4 MVNites for qualifying Indian National Mathematics 

Olympiad (INMO) 2020-21 organized by Homi Bhabha Centre for Science Education. 

INDIAN NATIONAL MATHEMATICS OLYMPIAD  



 
  jee main 2021 - february attempt  

The phenomenal performance of MVNites resonates at the very first attempt in   

JEE Main 2021. 

32 students scored 99 percentile & above from MVN Schools. 

Heartiest congratulations to all the achievers. 



 
  



 
  

Kvpy (Kishore vaigyanik protsahan yojana) 2020-21  

PRODIGIOUS FEAT OF MVNITES 

14 selections in KVPY-2020-21 (Kishore Vaigyanik Protsahan Yojana). 

Congratulations to all the winners. 



 
  

Vatsalya Jaiswal of Class -X, our Computing Wizard wins coding challenge and 

got selected in INOI-2021 (lndian National Olympiad in Informatics) and has 

further qualified for IOITC -2021 (International Olympiad in informatics Training 

Camp) to be conducted by IARCS, Chennai. 

Indian national Olympiad in informatics  



 
  

jee main 2021 - MARCH attempt  

Phenomenal Performance of MVNites Resonates at the March Attempt in        

JEE Main 2021 



 
  



 
  National level science talent search examination (nstse) 2021  



 

  



 
  BHASKARA CLUB  

UDAY SHANKAR CLUB  

Mathematics can be fun if you 

treat it the right way. Maths is 

nothing less than a game, a game 

that polishes your intelligence and 

boosts your concentration.  

Students enjoyed the activities of 

making nets, puzzles, quizzes, 

symmetry and patterns 

thoroughly. 

In Dance Club, students learnt 

many dance forms. They also 

learnt Zumba and aerobics 

.They also enjoyed learning 

dance on patriotic songs and 

celebrated festivals like Basant 

Panchami and Holi. 



 
  AEROBICS & wellness CLUB  

Stay Fit, Stay Happy! 

In a bid to aid the young scholars of MVN School Sector-17 to be more mindful, 

focused and boost their retention skills, a series of fitness activities were organised 

in the online Club sessions. From learning to concentrate on their breathing to 

stretching their limbs to perform the healing asanas, the students were guided to 

unshackle their minds and absorb the positive vibes. 



 
 

  

EINSTEIN CLUB  

M F HUSSAIN CLUB  

To trigger the interest among the students and to inculcate scientific temper among them, 

Einstein Club organised several activities and experiments like STEM toys, experiments 

on air and hydrostatic pressure, refraction of light, acid base reaction etc. Club 

encourage, motivate and help the students to understand scientific knowledge through 

experiments. 

To discover the undiscovered talents of the young MVNites, M F Hussain Club was 

conducted where in the students learnt and showcased their natural creativity with fun 

filled art and craft activities like Madhubani, Bottle Painting, Tearing and Pasting, Drawing 

and Colouring etc 



 
  R K NARAYAN CLUB  

DEREK O’BRIEN CLUB  

The language club enables the 

students to practise and 

enhance their spoken language 

skills nurtured through assorted 

activities. Picture dictionary, 

picture reading, extempore, 

vocabulary enriching online 

quizzes, comic strip writing, 

story framing were a few among 

the undertakings of the club. 

“Derek O'Brien Club believes that 

knowledge is power and therefore 

intends to empower its students with 

the facts and information of national 

and international importance thereby 

contributing towards personal 

enrichment and  widening the sense of 

perception to have a better 

understanding of the world. This club 

offers exciting ways in the quest for 

knowledge through various activities 

like group discussions, mind games,  

newspaper reading, debates and 

quizzes. 

“Education is simply the soul of a society as it passes from one generation to another” 



 
  

TANSEN CLUB  

The music club provided a platform for students to bond over music in terms of performing, 

learning, sharing and creating by studying diversity in music. Students enjoyed learning 

vocal and instrumental music. They learnt sargam, rhythm, raag yaman, teen taal 

in vocal music and also learnt how to play different instruments like playing 

keyboard, tabla and guitar. 

 



 
 


